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Product Feature October 2021 - - - Safety Relief Valves

Safety. Relief. Control. Would you drive a car with flat tires? Mow grass with broken blades? Do not
neglect your business practices! Always ensure that critical safety measures are in place to protect your
industrial process and personnel. No limit can be set when looking out for the welfare of your employees.
Do it now! Inspect the mechanisms of your process for safety and reliability. Without dependable safety and
control of industrial processes, businesses may fail. That is where we come in. M&M Control is the leader in
distribution of valves, instrumentation, and process control equipment. Safety and relief valves and control
valves have a great impact on businesses.
Some premium lines we carry include Apollo Valves, Aquatrol, Kingston, Kunkle, SpenceTM and GE's
CONSOLIDATED* brand. These manufacturers are major pioneers in valve and process control industries.

Apollo® Valves is a leading manufacturer
of American-made flow control products.
Apollo earned a reputation for developing
and introducing new products to meet
emerging market demands while focusing
on quality & problem-solving innovations.

Kingston Valves has been designing and
building high quality industrial valves for
over 100 years. Kingston is a strong
industrial valve manufacturer for many
applications such as process control,
steam
fired
autoclave
sterilizers,
hyperbaric
therapy
chambers,
fire
suppression, locomotive brake systems,
compressed air systems and dryers, and
food & beverage equipment.

Aquatrol
is
an
American
based
manufacturer of safety and relief valve
products with expertise in the field since
1947. The company continually develops
new innovative products controlled with
rigorous quality control, setting, testing
and re-testing for each customized
application. The addition of new product
allows Aquatrol to crossover with all
threaded or portable safety and relief
valve manufacturers, worldwide.

Kunkle Valve is a leading manufacturer of
quality pressure and safety relief valves
for industrial and commercial applications,
including cryogenics and non-hazardous
gases to high temperature and vacuum to
high pressure steam, air, gas, and liquid
applications.

*CONSOLIDATED is a trademark of the General Electric Company or its affiliates.

The Consolidated Valve company has
provided dependable, ground-breaking
safety & relief valves since 1852. GE's
CONSOLIDATED* brand safety valve
products continue to supply industries
with pressure relief valve solutions, valve
control, and safety protection for plant
personnel and equipment.

Spence engineered steam specialty and
fluid control products meet the changing
needs of today's HVAC and industrial
marketplaces. Spence safety relief valves
provide over-pressure protection for
steam, air gases, vapors, water, liquids,
and powdered solids.
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